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Summary
The prevalence of obesity is increasing worldwide at an alarming
rate in both developed and developing countries. Obesity is a
chronic complex disease of multifactorial origin resulting from a
long-term positive energy balance, in which both genetic and
environmental factors are involved. Genetically prone individuals
are the first to accumulate fat in the present obesogenic
environment. Obesity increases the risks of type 2 diabetes,
hypertension, cardiovascular disease, dyslipidemia, arthritis, and
several cancers and reduces the average life expectancy.
Implementation

of

effective

strategies

in

prevention

and

management of obesity should become an important target in
health care systems. Weight changes throughout life depend on
the interaction of behavioral, genetic and environmental factors.
Weight loss in response to weight management shows a wide
range of interindividual variation which is largely influenced by
genetic determinants. The strong control of weight loss by
genotype was confirmed by twin and family studies. Recently,
special attention has been paid to nutritional, hormonal,
psychobehavioral and genetic factors which can predict the
response to weight reduction programme. In this article currently
available

data

on

the

role

of

obesity

candidate

Over the last two decades, obesity prevalence
has increased significantly and now represents a major
public health problem worldwide in both developed and
developing countries (WHO 2000). In many European
countries every fourth or fifth adult is obese and about a
half of the population is either overweight or obese
(Seidell 2002). Obese subjects are becoming more
severely obese. The prevalence of body weight excess in
13- and 15-year-olds is extremely high in the WHO
European Region, ranging from 5 % to almost 35 %
(WHO 2007). Obesity is a chronic disease of
multifactorial origin characterized by enlargement of
adipose tissue as a result of positive energy balance.
Individual differences in the predisposition to accumulate
body fat in response to a positive energy balance appear
to be largely genetically determined.

gene

polymorphisms in weight loss and maintenance are reviewed. It
is believed that an elucidation of the genetic component in the
prognosis of weight management could assist in the development
of more effective and individually tailored therapeutic strategies.
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Introduction

Obesogenic environment and behavior as a cause of the
current obesity epidemic
The dramatic increase in the prevalence of
obesity over the last two decades cannot be attributed to
genetic factors as the human genome is unlikely to have
undergone substantial changes over the short period of
several decades. On the other hand, our environment and
consequently our behavior have undergone crucial
changes during this rather short time period. According to
Bouchard (2007) both technical conditions (e.g. reliance
on the car for transportation, computarization at
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workplace and home, building design, lack of sidewalks,
etc.) and social environment (e.g. advertisement, pressure
to consume, etc.) have created the current global
obesogenic environment which favors the adoption of
obesogenic behavior (e.g. high-fat diet, high intake of
simple sugars, sedentarism due to low level of habitual
physical activity and more time spent by watching TV
and sitting at the computer, etc.). Humans and obese
persons in particular, have limited ability to oxidize fats
regardless of their high intake and thus the excessive
amount of fat can be deposited in the adipose tissue
almost without limitation.

Table 1. Five major classes of phenotypes and their relation to
genotypes (supported by at least five positive studies).

Role of genetic factors in development of obesity
The regulation of body weight and energy
homeostasis is subject to complex regulatory mechanisms
that maintain balance between energy intake, energy
expenditure and energy stores. Genetic factors play an
important role in this regulation as well as in the
development of obesity as shown in animal models and
human studies (Bell et al. 2005). Based on the current
knowledge of the pathogenesis of obesity the level of
involvement of genetic factors in the development of
obesity is estimated to be 30-70 % (Comuzzie and
Allison 1998, Loos and Bouchard 2003). There is an
evidence that suggests four levels of genetic
determination of obesity: genetic obesity, strong genetic
predisposition, slight genetic predisposition, and genetic
resistance (Loos and Bouchard 2003). The last edition of
the Human Obesity Gene Map from October 2005
reported more than 600 loci from single-gene mutations
in mouse models of obesity, non-syndromic human
obesity cases due to single-gene mutations, obesityrelated Mendelian disorders, transgenic and knock-out
mice models, QTLs from cross-breeding experiments and
genome-wide scans, and genes or markers that have been
shown to be associated or linked with an obesity
phenotype (Rankinen et al. 2006). The number of studies
reporting associations between DNA sequence variation
in specific genes and obesity phenotypes has also
increased considerably, with 426 findings of positive
associations with 127 candidate genes. A promising
observation is that 22 genes are each supported by at least
five positive studies (Rankinen et al. 2006). If one
attributes these genes to particular biological or
behavioural traits that may contribute to positive energy
balance, five major classes of genotypes can be defined
(Bouchard 2007). These classes of genotypes with
specific phenotypic characteristics (thrifty, hyperphagic,

The Human Obesity Gene Map, Obes. Res. 2006, 14: 529.

Phenotypes

Genotypes

Thrifty

ADRB2, ADRB3, UCP1, UCP2,
UCP3
Hyperphagic
DRD2, HTR2C, LEP, LEPR,
MC4R, NR3C1
Sedentary
DRD2, MC4R
Low fat oxidizers ACE, ADIPOQ, GNB3, IL6, INS,
LDLR, LIPE, RESISTIN, TNFA
Adipogenesis
PPARG, VDR

sedentary, low fat oxidizing and adipogenic) are shown in
Table 1.
During the last years the genetic methods based
on chip technology have been exponentially developed.
They are more and more often used to hunt for obesity
related genes in association genome-wide scans on
general populations. These case-control studies now
include even more than ten thousand probands. One of
the most interesting findings from this year is the
discovery of very strong association of several
polymorphisms of fat mass and obesity associated gene
(FTO) with BMI and with the predisposition to childhood
and adult obesity. Wellcome Trust Case Control
Consortium (WTCCC) examined 13 cohorts counting
38,759 participants and there was shown that the SNP
rs9939609 is reproducibly associated with BMI in white
European populations (Frayling et al. 2007). Other two
independent studies on the French, Sardiniens, European
and Hispanic Americans brought very similar results
(Dina et al. 2007, Scuteri et al. 2007). The way by which
the FTO product affects the energy balance is still
unknown and its possible role in weight loss and its
maintenance has not been studied so far.
Monogenic and polygenic obesities
Recently, several genes were identified whose
mutations result in rare monogenic forms of human
obesity (Farooqi and O´Rahilly 2006). Genes for leptin
(LEP), leptin receptor (LEPR), pro-opiomelanocortin
(POMC), melanocortin 4 receptor (MC4R), melanocortin
3
receptor
(MC3R),
prohormone
convertase
subtilisin/kexin type 1 (PCSK1), neurotrophic tyrosine
kinase receptor type 2 (NTRK2), G protein-coupled
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Fig. 1. Interactions between biological (genes, hormones and neurotransmitters), psychobehavioral and environmental factors affect
body fat accumulation and fat distribution as well as obesity related health risks.

receptor 24 (GPR24), corticotropin releasing hormone
receptor (CRHR2), corticotropin releasing hormone
receptor (CRHR1) and the single-minded homolog 1
(SIM1) are among these genes (Rankinen et al. 2006,
http://obesitygene.pbrc.edu). Nevertheless, mutations of
these genes, with the exception of MC4R, belong to rather
rare causes of human obesity (Farooqi and O´Rahilly
2006). MC4R mutations are found in 4-5 % of severely
obese subjects with early-onset obesity (Farooqi et al.
2003).
The heredity of common obesity is usually due
to an interaction of multiple candidate genes found at
different locations on the gene map and is therefore
polygenic in nature. Candidate obesity genes either
predispose to obesity (obesogenic genes) or promote
leanness (leptogenic genes). Genes either interact with
each other (gene-gene interactions) or with various
environmental factors (gene-environment interactions).
Interactions between biological (genes, hormones and
neurotransmitters
etc.),
psychobehavioral
and
environmental factors influence body fat accumulation
and fat distribution as well as obesity related health risks
(Fig. 1). Such interactions result in a wide range of body
weight phenotypes from morbid obesity to asthenic body
habitus. In view of this polygenic character of obesity, the
exact involvement of heredity and various candidate
genes in obesity development is uneasy to quantify.
Association and linkage studies indicate links
between candidate obesity genes and body weight, body
mass index (BMI), body fat, fat distribution, energy
expenditure, fuel oxidation and several other phenotypic
characteristics of obesity including obesity related health
risks (Rankinen et al. 2006).

Genetic factors affecting body weight loss
With the development of molecular genetics,
research currently focuses on the role of genetic factors in
body weight loss and maintenance. Studies carried out in
monozygotic twins analyzed the interaction of genetic
factors with weight loss programmes. Several studies
emphasized the familial aggregation of ability to lose
weight. The role of parental obesity in this respect was
frequently demonstrated. Other studies dealt with the
effects of polymorphism of candidate obesity genes on
body weight loss and weight loss maintenance (MorenoAliaga et al. 2005). Weight loss maintenance is mainly
influenced by psychobehavioral factors and even those
factors are frequently genetically determined. Finally,
recent studies have analyzed the impact of a weight loss
intervention (characterized by energy and nutrient intake,
type of physical activity) on the expression of candidate
obesity genes (Viguerie et al. 2005a). Differences in
expression of obesogenic and leptogenic genes with the
type of dieting and physical activities may influence the
efficacy of weight loss programmes.
Studies on weight loss in monozygotic twins
Studies that compared monozygotic and
dizygotic twins found strong evidence for the influence of
heredity on body weight. A study carried out on
monozygotic twins revealed that genetic factors are very
much involved in the determination of BMI (Stunkard et
al. 1990). High correlation of BMI was shown in
monozygotic in comparison to dizygotic twins regardless
of whether or not they shared the same environment
following their birth. It is well known from clinical
experience that some obese subjects can achieve higher
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weight loss in response to the same negative energy
balance than others. The role of genetic factors in
different capabilities to lose weight was identified in
studies conducted in monozygotic twins, i.e. individuals
who possess identical genes (Bouchard et al. 1994,
Hainer et al. 2000a). A study of Bouchard et al. (1994)
described weight loss of slightly overweight identical
twins in response to a negative energy balance induced by
enhanced physical activity. Weight loss was similar in
pairs of identical twins but differed significantly between
pairs. A Czech study revealed a great similarity in weight
and fat mass losses within the pairs of obese monozygotic
twins in response to a one-month weight reduction
programme which included a very low energy diet
(ReditaR) and a supervised aerobic exercise (Hainer et al.
2000a). Although body weight reduction showed wide
interindividual variation, ranging between 5.9 to 12.4 kg,
reduction was similar in the pairs of monozygotic twins.
The resemblance of the fat mass loss was 17 times higher
within pairs than between pairs. Further analysis of this
data demonstrated a high intra-pair correlation (0.77) for
metabolic efficiency (Hainer et al. 2001).
The important role of genetic factors in the
control of eating behavior was shown in a Swedish study
of young male twins which included 326 dizygotic and
456 monozygotic pairs of twins (Tholin et al. 2005). The
within-pair correlations of the three scales (cognitive
restraint, hunger and disinhibition) of the revised 21-item
version of the Three Factor Eating Questionnaire
(=Eating Inventory) were more than twice as high in the
monozygotic twins as in the dizygotic twins. Further,
cognitive restraint was significantly correlated with BMI
(Tholin et al. 2005).
Family background of obesity, ability to oxidize fat and
weight loss
In our previous study (Hainer et al. 2000b), a
high fasting respiratory quotient (RQ) was observed
during the very low calorie diet (VLCD) treatment in
obese patients who regained weight at a 2-year follow-up
(“weight regainers”) and in those who exhibited repeated
cycles of weight loss with a subsequent weight regain
(“weight cyclers”). On the other hand, obese patients who
succeeded in retaining the weight loss initially achieved
by the VLCD at the 2-year follow-up (“weight losers”)
and those who did not exhibit weight fluctuations
(“weight non-cyclers”) were characterized by a
significantly lower fasting RQ. A high fasting RQ during
the VLCD treatment, which reflects low fat oxidation,
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should be therefore considered as a predictor of body
weight gain. Obese subjects who reported parental
obesity demonstrated significantly higher fasting RQ than
those who reported normal weight in both parents.
Differences in RQ in connection with parental obesity
remained statistically significant even after adjustment
for confounders such as BMI, weight, fat mass, waist
circumference, gender, age, average macronutrient intake
during the week preceding calorimetry and serum levels
of insulin and C-peptide. Obese subjects with both
parents obese were found 3.3 times more frequently (42.8
% vs. 12.9 %) in the upper quintile of RQ cohort (low fat
oxidizers) than in the lower quintile of RQ cohort (high
fat oxidizers). In contrast, obese individuals with normal
weight parents were revealed much more frequently in
the lower quintile of RQ than in the upper quintile of RQ
(38.7 % vs. 7.1 %).
It is evident that the ability to oxidize fat, which
affects the outcome of weight reduction programme, is
greatly influenced by family background of obesity. Not
only fasting RQ but also 24-hr RQ is controlled by
familial factors. Toubro et al. (1998) revealed that
familial membership explained 27 % of the variation in
24-hr RQ between individuals. On the other hand, a high
intake of dietary fat was significantly associated with
weight gain only in women with parental history of
obesity (Heitmann et al. 1995). This susceptibility to
weight gain after a high consumption of fat in individuals
with parental history of obesity might be due to the
familial determination of the ability to oxidize fat both
during fasting and after fat load. Recently, several genes
associated with the low lipid oxidation genotype have
been described (Table 1, Rankinen et al. 2006, Bouchard
2007).
Weight loss in monogenic forms of obesity
Since the monogenic forms of obesity are rather
scarce, only few reports on efficacy of the therapy are
available. It could be expected that correctly targeted
therapy of obesity caused by gene mutations should be
highly succesful. Obesity due to leptin gene mutation is
the only type of obesity caused by single gene mutation
which has been effectively treated to date. A daily
subcutaneous administration of recombinant leptin both
in adults and children leads to weight normalization
(Licinio et al. 2004, O´Rahilly et al. 2003). In view of the
known role of genes in the pathogenesis of obesity, some
physicians may adopt a nihilist attitude to the treatment of
this disorder. Nevertheless, such an approach is
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Table 2. Obesity candidate genes that influence weight loss in
weight management programmes.

Gene

Polymorphism

LEP
LEPR
HTR2C
NMB
PLIN
PPARG2
ADRB2
ADRB3
UCP1
UCP2
UCP3
IL6
IRS
CYP1
COMT
PNMT
GNB3 subunit

C-2549A (5´ region)
Ser343Ser (T/C); Lys656Asn
C-759T
Pro73Thr
G11482A
Pro12Ala
Arg16Gly
Trp64Arg
A-3826G
G-866A
C-55T
G-174C
Gly972Arg
(TTTA)11
Val158Met
G-148A
C825T

unjustified as also shown by the last report on body
weight, body fat mass and insulin susceptibility
normalization following an 11-month comprehensive
weight loss intervention in three children with R236G
mutation in POMC. It has been shown that weight
reduction interventions may have also an impact on body
weight, body fat mass and further obesity features in
cases of genetic disorders as in the case of POMC
(Santoro et al. 2006). The most common monogenic form
of human obesity is that caused by mutations in the
MC4R which is associated with intensive feeling of
hunger and hyperphagia in childhood which decreases
with aging (Vaisse et al. 1998). The first preliminary
study evaluated the response to a weight reduction
programme in four MC4R carriers and compared it to
non-carriers (Hainerová et al. 2007). No differences in
weight loss between carriers and non-carriers were
observed. This finding supports an assumption that
mutations in MC4R do not negatively impact the ability
to lose body weight (Hainerová et al. 2007). This
observation is in agreement with an experimental study of
Butler and Cone (2003) who described hyperphagia in
MC4R deficient mice fed with a high-fat diet, in which no
hyperphagia was observed when a low-fat diet was
introduced. This study on gene-environment interaction
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supports the role of low-fat diet in the ability to control
weight even in genetically determined obesities. A recent
study conducted in 184 obese children showed a clear
gene-diet interaction between the MC3R Thr6Lys and
Val81Ile variants and a weight loss programme for the
ability to lose weight (Santoro et al. 2007).
Polymorphisms of obesity candidate genes and weight
loss
Polymorphisms of several genes have been
studied with regard to weight loss and weight loss
maintenance in common obesity, which is characterized
by polygenic heredity (Table 2).
Beta 3 adrenoreceptor (ADRB3) plays an
important role in adipocyte metabolism as a regulator of
catecholamine-induced lipolysis. Among frequent
polymorphisms of the ADRB3 gene is the Trp64Arg
variant. There have been studies which have focused on
the effect of the Trp64Arg polymorphism of the ADRB3
gene on long-term weight loss regimens. It has been
shown that homozygotes for the Arg64 allele are less
successful in reducing weight than Trp64 carriers
(Yoshida et al 1995). Other Japanese studies (Sakane et
al. 1997, Shiwaku et al. 2003) also confirmed that
women with the Arg64 allele lose weight more slowly
when enrolled in a weight loss programme. Another
study reported Arg64 allele carriers to achieve almost 50
% lower weight loss compared to wild-type subjects
when given the antiobesity drug mazindol (Shimizu and
Mori 2004). On the contrary, results of many studies
found no differences in weight loss in persons with
various polymorphisms of the ADRB3 gene (Fumeron et
al. 1996, Tchernof et al. 2000, Kim et al. 2003, Rawson
et al. 2002). No differences in body composition and
energy expenditure was found between the Arg64 carriers
and non-carriers following weight loss (Rawson et al.
2002). These discordances could be due to a lack of
homogeneity of the study groups (obese versus nonobese
subjects, diabetics versus nondiabetics) or to ethnic
differences. However, a study in Chinese children aged 811 years reported a significant body weight decrease in
Arg64 carriers (Xinli et al. 2001). Another study dealt
with the effect of the Trp64Arg polymorphism on body
fat distribution during weight reduction (Nakamura et al.
2000). Following a three-month weight reduction
regimen, Arg64 carriers compared to Arg64 non-carriers
showed a lower ratio of visceral to subcutaneous fat,
which was particularly true of postmenopausal women.
Further studies reported visceral fat reduction to be lower
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in the Arg allele carriers compared to non-carriers after
intervention (Tchernof et al 2000, Kim et al. 2003).
Kawaguchi et al. (2006) investigated common
polymorphisms of beta 2 adrenoreceptor (ADRB2) and
ADRB3 in obese subjects followed over 5 years. Subjects
with weight gain had higher frequencies of the Gly16
allele (polymorphism Arg16Gly) of ADRB2 and the
Arg64 allele of ADRB3. Carriers of Gly16 and Arg64
alleles had significantly greater total fat-mass and waistto-hip ratio both at entry and over a 5-year period
compared to the non-carriers. The role of ADRB2 in
weight loss maintenance over a 2-year follow-up period
was also demonstrated in the study by Masuo et al.
(2005). Regaining body weight was associated with high
plasma norepinephrine levels that were mediated through
polymorphisms in the ADRB2. The Gly16 allele predicted
those subjects who would regain weight after the initial
weight loss. Individuals with weight regain had a
significantly higher frequency of the Gly16 allele for the
ADRB2 polymorphism compared to subjects who
exhibited 24-month maintenance of weight loss. Carriers
of the Gly16 allele also had significantly higher plasma
levels of leptin and norepinephrine, and an increased
body fat mass and waist-to-hip ratio both at entry and
throughout the study.
Benecke et al. (2000) described synergism
between ADRB3 polymorphism (Trp64Arg) and insulin
receptor substrate (IRS-1) gene polymorphism
(Gly972Arg) in weight loss control. The coincidence of
these two polymorphisms was linked to lower weight loss
and higher incidence of type 2 diabetes in obese women
following a 13-week weight loss intervention. The
question remains unanswered whether the presence of
these polymorphisms is one of the major causes of lower
weight loss as observed in most diabetics on a weight
reduction regimen.
Recently, a large genetic association study
showed evidence for association of the SNP rs7566605
which lies approximately 10kb upstream of the insulininduced gene 2 (INSIG2) with obesity in several cohorts
(Herbert et al. 2006). Reinehr et al. (2007) confirmed that
children homozygous for the C-allele of this
polymorphism lose less weight after a 1 year lifestyle
intervention than children with the GG- or GCgenotypes. This finding supports the role of this
polymorphism in weight regulation.
Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor
gamma 2 (PPARG2) is an intracellular transcription
factor that plays a role in adipogenesis and glucose and
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lipid homeostasis. A metaanalysis of Pro12Ala
polymorphism of the PPARG2 gene showed positive
correlation with BMI. Higher BMI scores were also
found in Ala12 carriers compared to Ala12 non-carriers
in a 10-year follow-up study and a 3-year follow-up study
(Ek et al. 1999, Lindi et al. 2001). Intervention studies
were carried out to elucidate the relationship between the
PPARG2 genotype and weight loss. Homozygotes for the
Ala12 allele were more successful in reducing body
weight than patients with other genotypes (Lindi et al.
2001). On the other hand, later study showed
significantly different frequency distribution for the
PPARG2 genotypes between the successful (weight
maintenance after weight loss <10 % regain) and the
unsuccessful group (weight maintenance after weight loss
>10 % regain) (Vogels et al. 2005). The study of Kim et
al. (2003) suggests that the Ala12 allele carriership is
associated with increased subcutaneous and visceral fat
areas in overweight Korean female subjects, but does not
significantly affect one-month weight loss programmes.
No
associations
between
Pro12Ala
PPARG2
polymorphism and body mass changes were observed in
obese patients with long-lasting type 2 diabetes
(Stefanski et al. 2006). A study conducted in 70
postmenopausal overweight and obese women
demonstrated that six months of hypocaloric diet induced
the same weight loss in both women homozygous for the
Pro12 allele and those carrying the Ala12 allele (Nicklas
et al. 2001). However, the weight regain during follow-up
was significantly greater in women with the Ala12 allele
than women homozygous for the Pro12 allele. It should
be evaluated whether such a susceptibility to weight
regain in the Ala12 carriers might be due to decreased fat
oxidation in response to a hypocaloric diet (Nicklas et al.
2001). On the other hand, our pilot study of 108 obese
patients did not reveal any significant difference in
weight loss between carriers and non-carriers of the
Ala12 allele over the 4-year period of follow-up
(Aldhoon et al. 2004).
Uncoupling proteins (UCPs) are a family of
transmembrane proteins located on the inner
mitochondrial membrane. Their function is to uncouple
the ATP formation from mitochondrial respiration which
results in increased heat formation and higher energy
expenditure. Uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1), whose main
expression site is brown adipose tissue plays an important
role in thermogenesis. Uncoupling protein 2 (UCP2) is
similar in structure to uncoupling protein 3 (UCP3), but
unlike UCP3 which is found exclusively in skeletal
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muscle, it is present in several tissues. Uncoupling
proteins play an important role in energy metabolism
since they act as transmembrane transporters across the
inner mitochondrial membrane in cells. Several studies
demonstrated correlations between UCP gene
polymorphisms and resting energy expenditure, physical
activity efficacy, substrate oxidation, energy metabolism,
BMI, obesity and type 2 diabetes. A study of the UCP1
gene revealed that the A-3826G polymorphism is linked
to lower weight loss in response to a 25 % reduction of
energy intake (Fumeron et al. 1996). Shin et al. (2005)
described one haplotype ht3[GAG] of UCP1 and found
an association with an accelerated reduction of waist-tohip ratio and fat mass in response to one-month VLCD
treatment among Korean females.
Harper et al. (2002) reported higher UCP3
mRNA expression in persons responsive to dietary
intervention compared to those who were resistant to
dietary measures. A recent study investigated the effect of
ten polymorhisms (including four of UCP2 and six of
UCP3) on obesity phenotypes and weight changes after
VLCD. Statistical analysis revealed significant
associations between one of the major haplotypes of
UCP2-3 gene cluster, ht1 (GGCdelCGTACC), and UCP2
promoter variant G-866A with VLCD-induced fat
reduction.
Authors
suggested
that
UCP2-3
polymorphisms represent important genetic predictors of
the VLCD-induced reduction of body fat mass (Yoon et
al. 2007).
Leptin (LEP). Patients with common obesities
often have high leptin levels that may indicate leptin
resistance. Leptin administration in these obese patients
usually does not promote weight loss. However, baseline
leptin levels were shown as suitable weight loss
predictors in obesity. High pretreatment baseline leptin
levels as markers of leptin resistance were associated
with decreased weight loss in response to a short term
weight reducing regimen lasting 24 weeks (Verdich et al.
2001) as well as to a 2-year cognitive behavioral
intervention (Naslund et al. 2000). Leptin gene
polymorphism in the promoter region 5´ is linked to
lower weight loss in response to low-energy diet
(Mammes et al. 1998).
Two reports on the effect of the leptin receptor
(LEPR) gene polymorphism on weight loss in obese
persons have been published. Female carriers of the C
allele of the leptin receptor gene silent polymorphism
Ser343Ser (T/C) were shown to be more successful in a
dietary weight loss intervention (Mammes et al. 2001).
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De Luis Roman et al. (2006) investigated the influence of
Lys656Asn polymorphism in the LEPR on leptin
response and weight loss secondary to a lifestyle
modification in obese patients. Subjects with the Asn656
allele of LEPR exhibited similar weight loss in response
to weight management as Lys656 homozygotes. In
contrast to the wild type group, no decrease of leptin level
after weight loss was demonstrated in the carriers of the
Asn656 allele.
5-hydroxytryptamine (serotonin) receptor 2C
(HTR2C). Serotonin is involved in food intake regulation
in the central nervous system (CNS) by inducing satiety.
The CNS serotonin receptors mediate the effects of
serotonin on food intake control. The promoter
polymorphism C-759T of the HTR2C is linked to lower
weight loss in weight reduction intervention for
heterozygotes compared to both CC and TT homozygotes
(Pooley et al. 2004). A higher frequency of the serine
allele (polymorphism Cys23Ser) of the serotonin receptor
gene was shown to be linked to weight loss in adolescent
females and might also be involved in the development of
anorexia nervosa (Westberg et al. 2002).
Subclass 19 cytochrome P450 aromatase
(CYP19)
and
catechol-ortho-methyltransferase
(COMT). The concomitance of the defined
polymorphisms in the genes CYP19 (repeat
polymorphism (TTTA)11) and COMT (Val158Val) leads
to a significantly larger reduction in BMI and body fat in
response to a one-year regular exercise programme in
overweight and obese postmenopausal women (Tworoger
et al. 2004). It is suggested that genetic polymorphisms in
CYP19 and COMT genes may be important for body fat
regulation and possibly modify the effect of exercise on
fat mass loss in postmenopausal women.
Perilipins (PLIN) are a family of proteins that
coat the intracellular lipid droplets and they are essential
in the regulation of triglyceride depositon and
mobilization (Mottagui-Tabar et al. 2003). Significant
positive relationship between perilipin mRNA levels and
percent body fat as well as between the perilipin protein
and BMI have been observed (Qi et al. 2004). In addition,
multivariate analysis demonstrated that two of the single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (A13041G and
A14995T) were significantly associated with percentage
body fat and waist circumference in women. It seems that
women are more sensitive to the genetic effects of
perilipin than men (Qi et al. 2004). Polymorphism of the
perilipin gene (G11482A) may also predict the outcome
of body weight reduction strategies based on low-energy
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diets as obese patients carrying the 11482A allele were
resistant to one-year weight management programme
with a low-energy diet (Corella et al. 2005).
Genes affecting response to drug treatment of obesity
As mentioned above, the carriers of Trp64Arg
polymorphism of ADRB3 exhibited lower weight loss in
response to mazindol treatment (Shimizu and Mori 2004).
Phenylethanolamine N-methyltransferase (PNMT) is
an enzyme which plays a major role in catecholamine
metabolism and catalyzes the conversion of
norepinephrine to epinephrine. The AA homozygotes (G148A polymorphism) showed higher weight loss in a 3month therapy with the antiobesity drug sibutramine
(Peters et al. 2003). Serotonin transporter which is
involved in mood and eating disturbances, is encoded by
the gene solute carrier family 6 (neurotransmitter
transporter, serotonin), member 4 (SLC6A4). The
promoter for SLC6A4 shows functional insertion/deletion
alleles resulting into long (L) and short (S) alleles.
Individuals who are carriers for the short version are at
risk of adolescent obesity (Sookoian et al. 2007) and
higher levels of anxiety whereas the LS/SS genotype was
associated with enhanced weight loss after treatment with
sibutramine (Vazquez Roque et al. 2007).
Guanine nucleotide-binding protein (Gprotein), beta-3 subunit (GNB3) C825T polymorphism
influenced weight loss differently in placebo controls and
study subjects given a serotonin-noradrenaline ereuptake
inhibitor sibutramine (Hauner et al. 2003). The placebo
controls with the TT/TC genotypes showed higher weight
loss compared to those with the CC genotype. The
individuals with the CC genotype exhibited higher weight
loss in response to sibutramine administration compared
to those with the TT/TC genotypes. Studies on druginduced weight loss provide additional evidence that
genotyping could be of relevance in predicting efficacy of
antiobesity drugs for obesity treatment.
Genes affecting response to bariatric surgery
Weight loss at the 6-month follow-up after
laparoscopic gastric banding was influenced by
polymorphisms in interleukin 6 (IL6) and UCP2 genes
(Sesti et al. 2005). Carriers of G-174G IL6 genotype lost
more weight than G-174C or C-174C genotype whereas
carriers of A-866A UCP2 genotype lost more weight in
comparison with carriers of G-866G and G-866A
genotypes. 304 severely obese patients were followed for
at least 3 years after gastric banding and their weight loss
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was not predicted by any of the G protein gene
polymorphisms (Potoczna et al. 2004).
The most comprehensive studies on genenutrient interaction are represented by the NUGENOB
project (Nutrient-Gene Interactions in Human Obesity:
Implications for Dietary Guidelines). A NUGENOB
study conducted in eight clinical centers across Europe
investigated the role of gene-diet interaction on weight
loss (Sorensen et al. 2006). In this study 26 obesity
candidate genes and 42 SNPs were followed in relation to
weight loss in 648 obese adults treated by a
hypoenergetic low-fat or high-fat diet for 10 weeks.
Authors did not succeed in demonstrating a major
influence of any of these genetic polymorphisms on the
clinical outcome of the dietary intervention, although the
most frequent variants of genes involved in energy
balance regulation were studied. However, the study
suggests that SNPs in the prohormone convertase
subtilisin/kexin type 1 (PCSK1), WW domain
containing adaptor with coiled-coil (WAC), 11betahydroxysteroid dehydrogenase type 1 (HSD11B1), and
tumor necrosis factor alfa (TNFA) genes and possibly
haplotypes of the glutamic acid decarboxylase 2
(GAD2)
and
ectonucleotide
pyrophosphatase/
phosphodiesterase 1 (ENPP1) genes may modulate dietinduced weight changes (Sorensen et al. 2006). It is
possible that more severe energy restriction and more
prolonged weight management program are required to
reveal the role played by gene-diet interaction in weight
loss programs.
Another NUGENOB study investigated an
expression of genes in subcutaneous adipose tissue in two
groups of 25 obese subjects followed over a 10-week
administration of low-fat or high-fat hypocaloric diets
(Viguerie et al. 2005b). The expression of ten of 38
investigated genes were influenced by energy intake.
Energy deficit and/or weight loss rather than the ratio of
fat to carbohydrate in a hypocaloric diet modified the
expression of genes in the human adipose tissue. Levels
of PPARG co-activator 1alpha mRNA were increased,
whereas the expressions of the genes encoding leptin,
osteonectin, phosphodiesterase 3B, hormone-sensitive
lipase, receptor A for natriuretic peptide, fatty acid
translocase, lipoprotein lipase, UCP2 and PPARG were
decreased.
Ruaño et al. (2006) studied weight loss in 86
normal weight and overweight healthy adults who kept a
low carbohydrate (CHO 10 % of total energy intake)
ketogenic diet for 4-12 weeks. Mean weight loss in
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response to dietary intervention was 6.4 kg. SNPs in the
gastric lipase (LIPF), hepatic glycogen synthase
(GYS2), cholesteryl ester transfer protein (CETP) and
galanin (GAL) genes were significantly associated with
weight loss. One should be aware of the limitations of the
study concerning further clinical implications. The
studied cohort included normal weight and overweight
subjects and not obese patients and a very low
carbohydrate diet which should not be recommended for
the treatment of obesity was employed in the study
protocol.
Eating behavior and weight loss
Weight loss maintenance largely depends on
psychobehavioral factors such as the type of eating
behavior. In a recent study weight loss in response to a
one-year weight loss programme including treatment with
the antiobesity drug sibutramine was significantly
associated with a decrease in disinhibition scores (Hainer
et al. 2005) as assessed by the Eating Inventory (Stunkard
and Messick 1985). Disinhibition score is a characteristic
of eating behaviour of a person prone to non-compliance
with a weight loss regimen and to overeating in response
to stress, job and family related problems, increased
alcohol intake, anxiety and depression. Disinhibition
scores show a strong hereditary link (heredity rate of
40 %) and the gene on chromosome 3, which is most
linked to disinhibition, also codes for PPARG (Steinle et
al. 2002). Experimental studies conducted in rats revealed
the role of neuromedin beta (ΝΜΒ) , a member of the
family of bombesin-like peptides, in the control of food
intake (Rushing et al. 1996, Ladenheim et al. 1997).
Recently, a gene on chromosome 15 encoding NMB was
characterized as a potential candidate gene determining
disinhibition and hunger factors of the Eating Inventory
(Bouchard et al. 2004). NMB gene polymorphism
(Pro73Thr) was linked not only to higher disinhibition
and more hunger but also to greater body fat
accumulation in their 6-year follow-up study (Bouchard
et al. 2004). A cohort of 332 adult subjects from the
Québec Family Study with a wide range of adiposity was
followed over a period of 6-10 years and associations of
weight changes with 15 polymorphisms in 10 candidate
genes were tested. Changes in fat mass over this period
were predicted by the polymorphisms of several obesity
candidate genes including NMB and explained 8.5 % of
the fat mass variance. Other genes which retained in
prediction model for changes in fat mass were leptin, Gprotein, ADRB3 and PPARG. The effects of genes on
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body weight change was stronger in younger compared to
older individuals (Bouchard L et al. 2007). Our study
revealed higher total energy intake, higher lipid and
protein intake and higher hunger score in overweight and
obese men homozygous for the Pro73 allele compared to
both other genotypes (Spálová et al. 2008). Nevertheless,
the previous study of Oeffner et al. (2000) failed to show
any relation of the Pro73Thr NMB polymorphism to body
weight, while a significant association between G401A
polymorphism and body weight was revealed. This study
did not follow the association of the NMB polymorphisms
with eating behavior characteristics. A study performed
in children found that genetic interaction involving
ADRB3 and PPARG variants influences eating behavior
(Cecil et al. 2007). Poor postprandial compensation index
was associated with the PPARG T1431 allele. Significant
role of the ADRB3 Trp64Arg variant in modulating
compensation was also demostrated. The Arg64 allela
was associated with a better compensation. The study of
De Krom et al. (2007) tested several single nucleotide
polymorphisms in the candidate genes and their effect on
eating patterns. They found that obese carriers of
common allelic variations in the LEP or LEPR had an
increased risk to display extreme snacking behavior and
obese carriers of the common allelic variation in
cholecystokinin had an increased risk of eating increased
meal size.
This review summarizes the actual findings on
the genetic background of obesity focusing especially on
the role of hereditary factors in weight change. It has
been demonstrated that polymorphisms of several obesity
candidate genes affect weight loss and maintenance in
response to weight reducing programmes. Nevertheless,
some results of the studies presented are not completely
consistent. These discordances could be due to a lack of
homogeneity of the study groups (ethnic, gender, age
differences, different levels of adiposity, absence or
presence of concomitant disorders etc.). The statistic
meta-analysis of already published results could bring
resolution of this topic.
It should be expected that improving our
knowledge about genetic determinants of the outcome of
weight management could assist in development of more
effective and individually tailored therapeutic strategies.
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